
Allow the House a vote on the Marriage Amendment AS WRITTEN

Call Patrick Bauer Today:
317-232-9628    H6@IN.GOV

You made a promise to every Hoosier TO DEFEND
marriage, and we won’t let you forget:

November 2004 
Indiana voters remove Representative Patrick Bauer as
Speaker of the Indiana House in response to his 
leadership in blocking a vote on protecting marriage as
only between one man and one woman, for which he
was given an award by the Indiana Civil Liberties Union.

October 2006 
Representative Bauer promises the voters of Indiana, if
elected as Speaker of the Indiana House, he will allow
“…a final vote in that chamber on a constitutional
amendment” to defend traditional marriage.

March 2007
After continued delay, Speaker Bauer is now consider-
ing a change to the amendment that would severely 
weaken traditional marriage and deny the people a
vote on the issue until at least 2010.

“The Crossroads of America”
Citizens of Indiana and America stand at a crossroads:
Will our elected leaders fulfill their promises to defend 
traditional marriage or will they bend to unrelenting
pressure from the radical left seeking to transform a 
fundamental institution of society? It’s a question
Speaker Bauer should answer today!   

The Indiana Senate has voted THREE times, and the Indiana House has voted ONCE, 
to overwhelmingly approve SJR 7 – the Marriage Amendment. Instead of playing party politics

with the Marriage Amendment, demonstrate leadership for ALL of Indiana. 
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An open letter to Rep. Patrick Bauer:

"If I am elected Speaker of the Indiana House

after the November 7 general election, I will

allow committee meetings, floor debate and a

final vote in that chamber on a constitutional

amendment to prohibit gay marriages in

Indiana.”1

YOU SAID:

ARE YOU A MAN OF YOUR WORD?

MR. SPEAKER, 
KEEP YOUR CAMPAIGN PROMISE:

LET THE PEOPLE OF INDIANA VOTE
to preserve traditional marriage in 2008

1. Statement of Rep. B. Patrick Bauer, October 26, 2006. 
http://www.in.gov/legislative/house_democrats/repsites/r6/rss/R06_20061026.html


